Introduction and summary of the results.
It is well known that the Korteweg-de Vries equation (KdV) t + Uxxx + u^x = O? considered on the circle, is a completely integrable, infinite dimensional Hamiltonian system. The periodic eigenvalues of the Schrodinger operator -y" + u{.,t)y = \y are invariant under the flow by KdV and give a complete set of conserved quantities. Thus the level sets of KdV are the isospectral sets Isoq of potentials, where Isog consists of all potentials p such that -d^ + p and -d^ 4-q have the same periodic spectrum. These isospectral sets are compact and connected and are generically an infinite product of circles.
For finite dimensional completely integrable Hamiltonian systems with regular compact, connected level sets, Liouville's theorem implies that the phase space is fibrated by the level sets. I would like to examine in which sense this result can be generalized to KdV and what are the global properties of this fibration. Taking various properties of isospectral sets into account, I introduce for this purpose a model space, .M, consisting of sequences R = (Rk)k>i of 2 x 2, symmetric, trace free matrices witĥ H^.H 2 < oo. For R = (Rk)k^i in M, denote by ISO.R := {Wk>.i : 540 THOMAS KAPPELER specfi'^ = spec^., Vfc ^ 1}. It is immediate that IsoTt is compact, connected and, generically, an infinite product of circles. In this paper I prove that the space of Z^-potentials with average 0 can be mapped into the model space by a real analytic isomorphism $ with ^(Isog) = Iso($(g)).
This shows that the infinite dimensional fibration by isospectral sets of potentials is trivial. Recall that the phase-space of KdV can be chosen to be C §°(S 1 ) := {q e C°°(S 1 ) : J 1 q(x)dx = 0} with symplectic structure f\ given by -. Thus a C'°°-version of the above result would be needed in order to apply it to KdV. To avoid technicalities I restrict myself to TV-gap potentials. As it will turn out, the above result directly applies in this case.
In order to define the map $ from the space of potentials into M, I use the following properties of the 1-dimensional Schrodinger operator (1) -
y"(x) + q(x)y(x) = Xy(x) ; y(x + 1) == y(x)
where q is in L 2 := L^O, I], periodically extended to all of R :
(i) JQ qdx is a spectral invariant. Thus I may choose L^ := {q € L^ : JQ qdx = 0} as space of potentials.
(ii) The spectrum spec q of (1) (with multiplicities) determines the antiperiodic spectrum, i.e. the spectrum of the operator -y" + qy =
Ay; y(x+l) = -y(x).
(iii) Denote by (\n)n>,o the union of the periodic and antiperiodic eigenvalues arranged in increasing order. Then Ao < Ai <, \^ < \^ < \^... i.e. (\n)n^i comes in isolated pairs.
(iv) For q in Lg, ^ (A2n -A2n-i) 2 < oo.
n>l Then the map $ : L^ -> M is defined by $ = (^n)n^i where ^n(q) is a trace free version of the restriction -d^ -hg on the 2-dimensional subspacê n(q) generated by an orthonormal pair of eigenfunctions f^n-\ and /2n corresponding to the eigenvalues \2n-i and X'^n-More precisely, I provide an orthonormal basis {G^n-i.G^n} of En(q), depending analytically on q and defined on all of L^. ^n(q) is then given by expressing the restriction of -c? + Q -(^n-i 4-A2n)/2 to En(q) with respect to this basis. Clearly, one cannot choose for {G^n-i^G^n} the two eigenfunctions f^n-i and /2?i as they do not depend smoothly on g, due to the possibility of double eigenvalues \2n-i = \2n' I would like to point out that the Dirichlet eigenvalues (p,n)n>i which are often used, together with additional variables, as coordinates of isospectral sets, are not part of the restriction to isospectral sets of the above global coordinates, provided by <I>. 
uniformly on bounded sets of potentials in L § where
The main work of the proof consists in showing that the derivative dq^ : L^ ->• M is a linear isomorphism. To show this one has to prove that certain expressions involving products of eigenfunctions form a basis of L §. I provide a new general method to do that (cf. section 6).
This theorem can be applied to the so-called finite gap potentials.
Define Gap^y := {q C L^ : \^(q) = >2n-i(q), Vn ^ N + 1} and Gap^,. := {q e Gap^y : \2n-i(q) < \2n(q), 1 ^ n <, N}. Elements in Gap^,. are called regular AT-gap potentials. It is well known that potentials in Gap^y are, in fact, real analytic. Observe that Gap^ = -^{R = (Rk)k>i € M : Rk = 0 Vfc ^ TV + 1} and thus Gap^y is a 2AT dimensional manifold. Clearly Gap^,, is an open set of Gap^ and e>(Gap^.) = (R-^)^ x T^ (diffeomorphically) where R 4 -= {x : x > 0} and T N denotes the A^-torus (.S' 1 )^. Obviously Gap^^,, is invariant by KdV. Therefore, with the symplectic structure coming from KdV, it follows from the above theorem that (R 4 -)^ x T^ is a symplectic manifold of dimension 2N with a trivial fibration by Lagrangian tori T^. Adopting a definition of global action-angle variables due to Duistermaat [Du] (1) with multiplicities arranged in increasing order. Further introduce Tn = (^2n+^2n-i)/2. Let (fn)n>o be a Z^-orthonormal system of eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalues (An)n^o ^th the properties : (i) /n(0) > 0 or fn(0) = 0 and /^(O) > 0 and (ii) ifAsn-i = Aan, then /2n-i(0) = 0. They satisfy fj(x+l) = (-l^f^x) for j € {271-1,2n}. En = En(q) denotes the 2-dimensional subspace of L 2 generated by f^n-i and f^n and Pn = Pn(o) the orthogonal projection L 2 -> En' As usual, yi(x) = 2/1 (^» A, g) and y^(x) = 2/2(^5 A, g) denote the solutions of -y" + qy = Xy (x in R) with (2/i(0),2/KO)) == (1,0) and (2/2(0), 2/2(0)) = (0,1). A(A) = A(A,g) denotes the discriminant, A(A) = yi(l,X)+y^ (l,X) . Further denote by (fin)n>,i the Dirichlet eigenvalues ofg, i.e. the eigenvalues of the operator -y"-\-qy = \y with 2/(0) = y(V) = 0. Then p,n = /^n(9) depends analytically on q and satisfies \2n-i(Q) < P'n(Q) < : ^2n(q)' Denote by (^n)n^i the orthonormal system of eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalues (p,n)n>,i ^th the property that g'nW > 0. Finally denote by (i/n)n>o the Neumann eigenvalues of g, i.e. the eigenvalues of the operator -y" -h qy = Xy with 2/'(0) = y'{\) = 0. Then Vn = ^/ n(^) depends analytically on q and satisfieŝ
• Denote by (An)n^o the orthonormal system of eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalues (^n)n>o with the property that fan(O) > 0 (all n > 0). More details about these eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be found in [CL] , [MW] , [Ma] , [PT] . I denote by H^y the space of functions / in Jf^(R) which are periodic of period 1. 
Auxiliary results.
For a potential q in L^ periodically extended to all of R, consider Hill's operator -c^ + q on [0,1]. Let (fn)n>o be the orthonormal system of eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalues (\n)n>o as described in the introduction. It is well known that both /2n-i and /an have precisely n zeroes in [0,1) all of which are simple. Fix n and denote the zeroes of /2n-i and /2n by 0 ^ t/i < 2/2 ... < 2/n < 1 and 0 < z\ < z^ < ... < Zn < 1. By a standard deformation argument, considering the 1-parameter family of potentials rq(x) (0 < r < 1), one can prove that (2/j)i<j<n and (zj)i<j<^n interlace.
Next we will need the following
Proof. -Fix q and n. It suffices to show that /2n(0)/2n-i(0) -/2n-i(0)/2n(0) 7^ 0. To prove it, introduce the Wronskian
Observe that W=(A2n-A2n-l)/2n/2n-l.
Denote the zeroes of /2n-i and /2n by 0 < yi < ... < y^ < 1 and 0 < z\ < ... < Zn < 1. According to Lemma 1 we may assume, to make notation easier, that 2/1 < 2?i < 2/2 < . •. < 2/n < ^n. Then W(X) = W(y,) + (A2n -A2n-l) F /2n/2n-l.
-^i
Further observe that /2n/2n-i is a periodic function of period 1. It thus suffices so show that W(x) never vanishes for 2/1 < x < 1 +2/i. Without loss of generality we might assume that /2n-i (2/1) > ° and /2n(2/i) > 0-This can always be achieved by a suitable renormalization of /2n-i and /2n. En(q). Pn(q) has a representation of the form Pn(q) = --: / R(\^q)d\ 2m JFŵ here -R(A,g) denotes the resolvent (-d^ -+-9 -A)~1 and where Fn is a circle in the complex plane such that X'^n cttid A2n-i circ inside and all other eigenvalues outside I\i. For the next results, consider [Ka] as a general reference.
•f°°feL
(3) The derivative ofdq^Pn[p] of Pn at qo in direction p is given by d^Pn[p} = --I R(^qo)pR(X^o)d\.
zm Jr,,
Now I introduce the so-called transformation operators. Fix go in £^. Following Kato [Ka] I denote by Un(q) the transformation operator Un(q) : En(qo) ^ H^ given by (Id-(P,(g) ~ Pn(go)) 2 ) l/2 Pn(g). Un(q} is defined for q in a sufficiently small neighborhood V of g, which might depend on n. It turns out that the image of Un(q) is En(q).
LEMMA 3. -Let n >, 1 be given.
(1) E/n is real analytic as function from V into C(En(qo),H^).
(2) Un is compact i.e. if(^)^i is a sequence in V converging weakly to a limit q in V then lim Un(qj) = Un(q) in tne operator norm of
Next, for the convenience of the reader, I collect a few well known results concerning Hill's equation. For reference cf. [Ma] , [MW] and [PT] . (2) The \k 's have the following asymptotics :
here both error terms are uniform on bounded sets of potentials in L 2 .
LEMMA 5.
- (1) For k ^ 1, ^. : U^ R is weaidy continuous.
(2) The /^ 's Aave the following asymptotics
(4) The ^. 's have the following asymptotics or f^n = Aan tAe formulae ^^'^"-i) resp y2 ( l>A2 ' t ) are replaced by the
corresponding explanations as in Lemma 6.
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Next recall that the discriminant is denned by A(A) = yi(l,A) + 2/2(1, A). Then LEMMA 8.
As a consequence of Lemmas 5, 6, 7 and 8, one gets
Finally I will need the following well known representation of the eigenfunction /" corresponding to a simple eigenvalue.
LEMMA 10. -For q in L'^, and \n a simple eigenvalue
where the sign 0-n of the second radical is given by the sign of
4. Global coordinates : Definition and first properties.
In this section I introduce a map <[> from the space of potentials L'i into the model space M which preserves isospectrality. I show among other things, that ^ is real analytic and prove that asymptotically ^ 548 THOMAS KAPPELER is closely related to the Fourier transform. Fix q in L 2 . According to Lemma 3.1 there exists a unique element G^n-i(x) = G^n-iix^q) in En(q) such that G^n-iW = 0, G^_i(0) > 0 and ||G'2n-i||^ = 1. Define G'2nW = G2n(:r,g) in En(q) by requiring that (G'2n,G2n-i) = 0, 1|G2»||L 2 = 1-The sign of G'2n(0) is determined by requiring that the oriented angle between G'2n-i and G'2n is -7T/2 where the orientation is provided through the map En(q) -^ R 2 , / ^ (/(O),/'(())). Clearly G'2n and G2n-i are linear combinations of/2?i and /2?i-i where (fk)k>o denotes the orthonormal system of eigenfunctions of -d 2 + q as specified in the introduction.
DEFINITION. -^(q) := (^n(q)}n^ where ^n(q) is given by
First let us show that ^{q) is an element in M. For this purpose, express G2« and G2n-i in terms of f-^n <ind /2n-i. Define En to be the signature of the Wronskian
where ^,,, up to 27r, is uniquely determined by the chosen normalizations of the /'s and G^s. A simple computation shows that
Thus ^n(q) is symmetric and trace free and its eigenvalues are ±(\2n -2n-i )/2. Moreover it is well known that for q € L^ ^ (A2n -A2n-i) 2 < n>i oo uniformly on bounded sets of potentials. Thus I have proved LEMMA 1. -<I> maps L 2 into M and is bounded.
Next I want to show that ^ preserves isospectrality. Proof. [Kp] for an elementary proof).
The next results concern the identification of the range of <1> when restricted to even potentials in Z/^, i.e. potential satisfying q(x) == q(l -x). 
given by 7n(g)(0,1) where T^(g) is the inverse of the 2X2 matrix
Thus Q:n(g) and /3(q) are real analytic functions on V. This proves Lemma 4.
Next we would like to prove the following 
k-> oo
Proof. -(1) $ is locally bounded and thus it suffices to prove that for any n, each coefficient of ^n is real analytic. Observe that A2n + >2n-i is real analytic, being a symmetric expression in \^n and X^n-i-The analyticity of each of the coefficients of ^ then follows from Lemma 4.
(2) It is to show that each coefficient of $^ is a.compact function on L^. Let (pn)n^i be a sequence in Z^, weakly convergent to p € L^. Then e.g.,
where we used Lemma 5 and the fact that \h is compact.
The last results of this section concern asymptotic properties of the <I>,,'s and Gn's. Thus it remains to determine the sign of sin ^,, cos i9». Recall that
with an = sgn(-l)[ n / 2 1+ l (2/l(l,A") -2/2(1, A,,)) and further that
2/2(1, A2n)= cos vA^ / cos y/A^(l -t) . sln ^^q^dt -h 0( 1 ).
\/A2n n 27
Thus 2/1 (Man) -2/2(1^271)
Thus (Tan = (-l) 2n sgn^, o-2n-i = (-1) 2 "-1 sgn 6» for n sufficiently large. Next observe that
As G? 2n-l( o ) > 0. ^"s implies that G^nW > 0. Thus together with 0 < G2,-i(0) = sin^J^JO) +^cos^J2n-i (0) it follows that cos^« > 0; from G'2n-iW > 0 we then obtain that sin i^ cos ^ and bn have the same sign and Theorem 7 is proved.
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The last results of this section concern asymptotic properties of the functions Gn- 
Derivative of <I>.
In this section I compute the derivative of $ and study its asymptotic behavior. It turns out that it is convenient to write <& in a slightly different form. For q in L^ denote its Fourier series by ^ $2n cos 2iTnx + n>i q'2n-i sin 27rnx. Then q = (qn)n-^i € ^(N) and I write <& as a map : ^2(^) _ ^2(^) ^^ ^(g) = (^n(g))n>i wherê
and^2 n(9) := -(C?2n-l, (-^ + 9 -Tj^n-l).
To make notation easier, we write simply ^f(q) and ^n(g). To compute the derivative for general q let me recall that
ThuS£,,f-2n-l = -Sm-OnG-in+COS-ffnG^n-l and /2 2 ,l+/!n-l = G'L+GJn-1.
PROPOSITION 1.
(
To compute d,^., [p] note that 2(dgG > 2",(?2n) = d,(C?2«,G'2n) = 0 and
and (1) follows. Similarly one proves (2) :
This proves Proposition 1.
The derivates d^n and dq^^n-i can be expressed in terms of /2n and /2«-i instead of G'27z and G ? 2n-l. Observe that
and
Thus we obtain COROLLARY 2.
To study the asymptotics of d^ ^ it will be useful to bring
Jo into another form. In section 3, I introduced unitary transformations
Un(p) : En(q) -^ ^[O,!] with range in En(p) for p in a neighborhood V of q such that Un(p) is real analytic in p and satisfies Un(q) = Pn(q), Pn{q)d,Un = 0 as well as d,Un[p} = (d^Pn[p})Un(q). Define a(p) and f3(p) by
G2n-l(.,ri = a(^)^(p)G2n(.^y) +/3(p)^(p)<?2n-l(.,9).
LEMMA 3.
Proof. -Clearly, a{p) 2 + /3(p) 2 = 1 and {a(q),(3{q)) = (0,1). a(p) and /3(p) are real analytic functions of p, thus
Pn{q)d,G^n-\ [?] = d,a[p]Gzn(., q) + d,f3[p]G^,-i (., ^y).
It follows that Jy ^/G2n-ib]G27i^ = ^/^b]-Now
Observe that a((/) = 0 and /^) = l/G^,_i(0,fy) and thus the derivative of the first equation above yields I will now study the asymptotics of d^n as n -^ oo. Proof.
R(^)=(-^^q-^)-i =^--(^.)0 ^ ~ Â s ^7?[^] is given by -R(z)pP(z), tills leads to <Wp]G^n-, -^E / -^--^f^P^G^dzf,
(1) In section 4, I derived tlie following estimates : Further^/ (v^+V/A^)
for all n >, N, q in B. Similarly,
These estimates prove Proposition 4.
For the last result of this section, I first need to introduce some more notation. Let q be in LQ and define J := {n >_ 1 : A2n-i < \2n}-Observe that for n € J, /2n = cos^G'2n + sin^G^n-i and Enhn-i = -sin 'OnG'^n + cos ^nG^n-i. These relations remain true for n ^ J it we set i9n = 0 and ^ = +1 for yi ^ J. Then for all n >_ 1 (/2n -/2n-l)/2 = COS2^(G|, -G.L_i)/2 + sin2^(?2nG2n-l and £nf'2nf'2n-l = -Sin 2^, (G^ -G^_i)/2 + COS2^G2nG2n-l. In this section I prove that dq^ is a linear isomorphism for any q in Z^. I include a proof for finite band potentials, i.e. potentials q in L § with J := {n ^ 1 : Aan-i < A'2n} finite, as the proof simplifies in that case. THEOREM 1. -dq^ is 1 -1 and onto.
First I need to derive a few auxiliary results. Recall that the set Iso q of isospectral potentials is a countable intersection of manifolds. So one can define the normal space Nq and tangent space Tq of Isoq at q.
LEMMA 2. -Let pn denote the potential ----with u
Proof.
- (1) and (2) are proved in a similar way. I show that for j > 0 n € J, 2 J^ f^pndx = 0. One might assume that g satisfieŝ i-i^) < /^n(^) < ^2?i(9) cis the general case follows by continuity (in q). 
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- (1) and (2) To make notation easier, choose j = 1. Then 
2(p -\)
yi (x,p)y2(x,p)-^y^(x,\)dx = y[(l^)y^(l,p) . (2) It is well known that f2n{x,q) and f^n-i(x^q) have precisely n zeroes in 0 < x < 1. Observe that fn(x^q) = ~^fn{^^Txq) for all n > 0 with \2n-i 7^ ^'2n' Thus the claim follows by observing that for n € J and j € {2n -l,2n}, ^(0,7^) = 0 if and only if \j(q) = p.n(T^q).
THOMAS KAPPELER
LEMMA 7. -(1) TAere exists 0 <, t < 1 such that for any finite subset J 1 C </, the matrix
is non-singular where {gk)k>i denotes the L 2 normalized system ofDirichlet cigen functions, denned in the introduction.
(2) Any finite collection of(f^ -/^_i)n^i, (/2n/2n-i)r^./.
(/^ -f2n-i)neJ is ^^y independent.
Proof. -In view of Lemma 5 and Corollary 4, to show (2), it suffices to prove that any finite collection of {-r-(fjn -fJn-i)) is linearly independent. By Lemma 6, I may assume that q has the property that \2n-i(q) < P'n(q) < ^2n(q) tor all n in J. (1) and (2) 
First, as the determinant is multilinear, This last equality is verified by observing that given x = (x^) and i/ = (^) with a:A; = Vk for fc ^ n and {a:n,2/n} = {A2n-i,A.2n}, sgn(^ 4-yk) = sgn(^ + Xk) except when j = k = n; in that case ^ + 2/71 = -(/^n + ^71). This proves Lemma 7.
Recall that for n € J the angular coordinate ^ was introduced in section 4 by G'2n-i(^) = sin^/2n(^) + EnCOS^nf^n-iW and G2n(^) = cosi9n/2n(^) -£n sin ^nf'2n-i (x). First I derive an expression for the directional derivative dq'0n\p} when p is in the tangent space Tq.
roof. -By definition C?2n-i(0) = 0 and thus
Further, as ^2^-1 < A27z, one has for k € {2n -1,2n}^-^/
V ^ŵ
here the sign or of the last radical is given by sgn(-l)m+i(^(i,A,)~2/2(l,A,)).
Observe that (-l^A^.) > 0, (-l)^A(A2A-i) > Oandy2(l?Afc) ^ 0 A(Afc)
as well as 2/1(1? k) ^ 0. Next it is well known (cf. [PT] ) that 2/2(1, A) is A(Afc) Remark. -For potentials 9 e Z^ with Aan-i < ^n < Aan one can choose 'On(q) to depend analytically on the potential in a sufficiently small neighborhood of q. Then
By a slight abuse of notation, we denote the right hand side of the equality above by (A.jn -\2n-\)dq'0 n\p} even if^n(g) € {A2n-i,A2n}.
Recall that I have introduced the potentialŝ Thus it suffices to prove that det f------------) / 0. Thiŝ
is shown by the same method as in the proof of Lemma 7.
LEMMA 10. -Let n € J with /^(g) € {A2n-i(9)^2n(g)}-T^en
Proof. -Clearly A(/in) 2 -4=0. Thus and it follows that Cn ^ 0. This proves Lemma 10.
Proof of Theorem 1 for a Suite band potential. -As dq% is a Fredholm operator of index 0 (cf. Proposition 5.5), it suffices to prove that dq^ is 1 -1. Assume that for some p e £g, dq^\p\ = 0. It is to show that p = 0. From Proposition 5.2 one learns that f^ Fnpdx = 0 for all n > 1 where F^n := (/2n -fln-i)l^ F^n-i := ^Onhnhn-i (n i J) and F^n-i := \/2(A2n -^2n-i)dq'ffn (n € J). Clearly it suffices to show that (Fn)n>i is a basis of Lg. From Corollary 5.5 we learn that (Fn)n>i is quadratically close to an orthonormal basis. Thus according to a result of Bari (cf. [GK] , p. 317) it suffices to show that (Fn)n^i is ^-linearly independent, i.e. if (a^)n>i is a sequence in R such that -l(l+0( l^) ).
